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The exa t solution of the multi- omponent Fali ovKimball model in
innite-dimensions is presented and used to dis uss a new xed point of valen e u tuating intermetalli s with Yb and Eu ions. In these
temperature, external magneti

eld, pressure, or

a transition between a metalli
(non-magneti )

state with the f -ions in a mixed-valent

onguration and a semi-metalli

an integral-valen e (paramagneti )
o

ompounds,

hemi al pressure indu e
state with the f -ions in

onguration. The zero-eld transition

urs at the temperature TV , while the zero-temperature transition sets in

at the

riti al eld H . We present the thermodynami

erties of the model for an arbitrary

and dynami

prop-

on entration of d- and f -ele trons.

For large U , we nd a MI transition, triggered by the temperature or eldindu ed

hange in the f -o

upan y.

PACS numbers: 71.30.+h, 75.20.Hr

1. Introdu tion

Intermetalli

ompounds like YbInCu4 [15℄ and EuNi2 (Si1

exhibit valen e- hange transitions with dramati
nami
One

x Gex )

[6, 7℄

ee ts on their thermody-

and transport properties at ambient pressure and low temperatures.
hara teristi

behavior is seen in the magneti

sus eptibility whi h in-

reases with a Curie-like or CurieWeiss-like law from high temperatures
up to the transition temperature

TV

where it

hanges to a Pauli-like law

with one to two orders of magnitude drop at the transition.
a magneti

eld, for

T < TV ,

indu es a meta-magneti

Similarly,

transition where

the magnetization in reases rapidly in a eld on the order of a few Tesla.
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In the high-temperature phase the Yb ions are
uration with one paramagneti
Eu ions are

J

(

= 7=2;

J

= 7=2;

(

f 7)

lose to the 2+ (4

L = 0) f -ele

di ate a valen e

f 13 )

lose to the 3+ (4

onguration whi h has one paramagneti

tron. X-ray edge and Mossbauer spe tros opies in-

hange o

urs at

YbInCu4 and 0.6 for EuNi2 (Si1

TV ;

this

x Gex ).

hange is typi ally about 0.1 for

The volume

the transition roughly agrees with the

hange of the latti e at

hange in the size of the rare-earth

ion assuming that the low-temperature phase of Yb ions
ture of magneti
Eu

f 14 )

2+ (4

3+ and non-magneti

ompounds a mixture of the magneti

states.

ong-

L = 3; S = 1=2) f -hole, while the

ontains a mix-

ongurations, and in the

2+ and non-magneti

f 6)

3+ (4

The surprising feature is that despite the presen e of well dened

lo al moments there is no sign of the Kondo ee t in the high temperature
phase: the ele tri al resistan e is large and with a positive (temperature)
slope, the thermoele tri
and the Hall

oe ient is large [25℄. Hen e, the high-temperature phase

seems to be a semi-metal

f -ele

power is small, the magneto-resistan e is positive,
onsisting of

ondu tion ele trons that s atter o of

tron ions with well dened moments that behave nearly independently.

As the temperature is redu ed, the lo al moments be ome unstable, and
the system undergoes a transition to a low-temperature valen e-u tuating
metal that no longer possesses lo al moments. Magneti

and neutron s at-

tering experiments [8℄ show that the loss of moment in the low-temperature
phase is not due to the onset of any long-range order. The low-temperature
phase is metalli

with a low resistivity and a small Hall

a large peak in the thermopower.

This loss of

f -ele

f -ele

oe ient, but with

tron moment o

tron into the

urs

not due to a

omplete transfer of the

but rather o

urs due to the additional formation of a hybridized valen e-

u tuating phase with a quen hed magneti

moment.

ondu tion band,
But this valen e-

u tuating phase is not an ordinary one, be ause it is sensitive to external
perturbations like a magneti
via a meta-magneti
stabilizes the

f -ele

eld whi h

an easily restore the lo al moments

transition or hydrostati

(and

hemi al) pressure whi h

tron shell with a lo al moment. Finally, opti al

tivity measurements [9℄ show a

ondu -

omplete re onstru tion of the many-body

ex itations as one passes through

TV ,

where a mid-infrared peak instantly

appears in the low-temperature phase and a Drude peak sharpens and inreases its spe tral weight.
A
lenge.
odi

omplete theoreti al des ription of these systems poses quite a
The

reation of a valen e-u tuating state in a

hal-

onventional peri-

Anderson model is robust and insensitive to external perturbations

like temperature, magneti

eld, or pressure. Transitions from the valen e-

u tuating state to any other phase are all believed to be
overs that are never rst-order-like.

ontinuous

ross-

On the other hand, the stabilization

of intermediate-valen e states in the Fali ovKimball [10℄ (FK) model is

Theory of Valen e Transitions in

problemati

in the limit as

T
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:::

! 0, sin e the f -ele trons are usually

pletely lled or empty in the homogeneous ground state phases.

om-

This is

true even though the Fali ovKimball model is known to possess dis ontinuous valen e- hange transitions.
u tuating systems requires

A proper treatment of these valen e

ombining the periodi

the Fali ovKimball model, by introdu ing

d f

Anderson model with

Coulomb intera tions in

the former or hybridization in the latter. Solving su h a model, and evaluating the phase diagram as a fun tion of all of its parameters is di ult,
even with the advan ed te hniques of dynami al mean eld theory.
we

Here

hoose an alternate, and hen e in omplete approa h, whi h nevertheless

appears to
able

apture the majority of the interesting behaviors of these remark-

ompounds. We

hoose to des ribe these materials by a spin one-half

Fali ovKimball model. We will see below what properties

an be des ribed

by this model, and more importantly, we point out all of the pitfalls that
arise due to the negle t of the hybridization. We give reasonable arguments
about how we expe t hybridization to modify the behavior below.

X

Xy

The Fali ovKimball Hamiltonian is

H

=



2

t
p

d hi;j i

dyi dj + Ef

fi fi + U

i

Xy

i0

fi fi yi0

i0 ;

(1)

dyi (di ) is the ele tron reation (annihilation) operator for an ele tron
at site i with spin  , Ef is the energy level of the lo alized ele trons (not
to be onfused with a Fermi energy), f labels the orresponding f -ele tron
reation and annihilation operators, and U is the intera tion strength. The
total f -ele tron o upation is restri ted to be less than or equal to one at
ea h latti e site, so that this system is always strongly orrelated (Uff ! 1).
The hopping integral is s aled with the spatial dimension d so as to have
a nite result in the limit [11℄ d ! 1; we measure all energies in units of
t = 1. We work on a hyper ubi latti p
e where the nonintera ting density
2
of states is a Gaussian (") = exp( " )=  . A hemi al potential  is used
to maintain the total ele tron lling ntot = nd + nf at a onstant value.
where

The solution of the Fali ovKimball model has been des ribed before
in the literature [1214℄ and will not be repeated here.

Instead, we fo us

on the physi al behavior of the exa t solution. We present the results for
the

ase where the total lling is

ntot

= 1:5 but the ele trons

from lo alized to itinerant (i.e., we x the total ele tron
the individual ele tron

on entrations).

We

an

hange

on entration not

hoose values of the parame-

ters [13, 14℄ where the system has a well dened

rossover from a state at

f -o upan y (nf  0:36 for T  0:2), to
a state at low temperature with no f -ele trons (for denition of the transition
temperature TV , see below). To open a gap in the DOS at high temperatures we need a large f f orrelation and we hoose U = 4 (see below).

high temperature that has large
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To model the low-temperature transition, we need to tune the renormalized

f -ele

tron level to lie just above the

des ribe YbInCu4 -like systems we

T
Ef .

hemi al potential as

hoose several values of

! 0, and to

We nd that

the qualitative features of the results do not depend too strongly on the
parameters in this regime (i.e., if we

1

hoose another total ele tron lling

 tot  2, then we nd similar results when we vary Ef ). As T in reases,

the large entropy of the lo al moments stabilizes the
produ es a large magneti

f -ele

intera tion of an

f -ele

response of the system. We

tron with a

tron number and

hoose the Coulomb

ondu tion ele tron to be su h that the

density of states splits into two bands [13, 14℄. The shape and the relative
weight of the two bands depends on the band lling and temperature but
the peak-to-peak distan e between the lower and the upper band is always
about

U.

adjust to
of Eu) or

The lo ation of the

f -level Ef , is

the one parameter that we will

ontrol the high-temperature number of

f -holes

(in the

f -ele

trons (in the

ase

ase of Yb). Note, the single-parti le ex itations

are strongly renormalized by the Coulomb intera tion, and the bare value of

Ef

has no physi al meaning. Sin e the FK model negle ts the hybridization,

we use the variation of

Ef

to represent the

pressure or doping ( hemi al pressure).
whi h appears for

U

 1:5, denes a

hange of the system due to the

The gap in the density of states,
hara teristi

energy s ale

T .

The

gap shrinks with the redu tion of temperature but is fairly insensitive to the
value of

U

(

Ef

ee t on TV . For U = 4
T  ' 2 (T  ' 0:4) and T  ' 1:6 (T  ' 0, a pseudo gap) at

whi h, on the other hand, has a drasti

= 2) we have

very high and low temperatures, respe tively.
In this paper we

onsider the system with

T  ' 1:6 (U

= 4) and dis uss

trons (T ),
f -o upan y nf (T ), the ele tri al resistan e d (T ), the thermoele tri
power S (T ), and the thermal ondu tivity (T ), for ve dierent values
of Ef . We also dis uss the frequen y dependen e of the opti al ondu tivity  (! ), the Raman response B1g (! ), the magneti eld dependen e of
the f -ele tron magnetization mf (h; T ) and the ele tri al resistan e R(h; T ),
the temperature dependen e of the spin sus eptibility of

f -ele

the

at several
sented for

hara teristi

Ef

=

temperatures. The nite-frequen y results are pre-

0:7, and the nite-eld data for

Ef

0:6, whi h are

=

fairly typi al values.

2. Results and dis ussion

The rst thing we show is a plot of

(T ) and 1=(T ), whi

law, but with a temperature-dependent
One

h is a Curie-like

 / nf (T )=T .
Ef is made more negative,
T and the urves sharpen.
TV to be the temperature

on entration of spins

an see from panel (a), in gure 1 that as

the peak in the sus eptibility moves to lower
We dene the valen e transition temperature

Theory of Valen e Transitions in
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Temperature T [t ]
Fig. 1. f -ele tron magneti

sus eptibility (a) and inverse sus eptibility (b) for the

Fali ovKimball model with ntotal
values of Ef . These

= 1:5

and U

= 4.

The symbols denote dierent

urves look remarkably like the experimental

urves at high

temperature (and through the transition).

below the peak in the sus eptibility where
the temperature

(TV ) = (Tpeak )=2,

i.e., it is at

orresponding to half the peak height of the sus eptibility.

This denition provides a well-dened ben hmark for the value of
is similar to

hoosing the ine tion point of the sus eptibility

the transitions we see here are a tually smooth

TV

 T .

rossovers

TV

that

urves. All of

entered around

We believe there is a region of parameters where the transition

an be made dis ontinuous at low

T,

but the iterative algorithm normally

used to solve this problem be omes unstable in the region

lose to su h

rst-order transitions, and alternate methods need to be used to solve the
problem.

In panel (b) we plot the inverse sus eptibility whi h shows the

hara teristi

Curie or CurieWeiss law at moderate temperatures (as

Ef

in reases, the inter ept of the CurieWeiss law be omes more negative).
Note that in our

ase there never is a low temperature turnover of the

inverse sus eptibility, sin e we plot only the
whi h vanishes as

nf

! 0.

f -ele

tron sus eptibility here,

In YbInCu4 and EuNi2 (Si1

x Gex )-like

systems

the ground state is a valen e u tuator with an enhan ed Pauli sus eptibility,
su h that the Curie plot shows a
In gure 2 we plot

nf (T ), whi

hara teristi

T

low-

h is relatively

maximum.

onstant over a large tem-

perature range and then suddenly drops toward zero at the transition. As
is made more negative, and the high-temperature

f -lling

Ef

is in reased, the
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Fig. 2. f -ele tron lling versus temperature for the Fali ovKimball model for the
same parameters as in gure 2. The inset shows the valen e transition temperature
TV

versus the parameter Ef .

transition temperature
the magneti

TV

is redu ed and the



=

nf =,

reveal a

provide any hint on the magnitude of

TV

doping (for

and

Ef , whi

of

f -ele

hara teristi

T .

TV

but do not

The inset shows the

orrelation

TV

versus

hemi al pressure) or versus pressure. The behavior seen here,

Ef

less negative and redu es the number

trons, is similar to what would o

TV

harge sus eptibil-

s ale

h is our analog of experimental plots of

where applying pressure makes the
pounds;

urves sharpen. Note,

sus eptibility, the parti le number and the

ity, dened as
between

nf (T )-

ur in experiment on Eu

om-

in reases along with a smoothing out of the sus eptibility. In

Yb-based systems, pressure has the opposite ee t [2℄ on the properties of
the system, sin e it in reases the number of

f -holes.

As mentioned already,

and dis ussed in detail in Refs. [13, 14℄, be ause of the FK intera tionthe
temperature- or eld-indu ed
ondu tion band, and is a
of states.

leads to the MI transition in the
hanges in the density

ondu tion band is very small and the

tial is within the lower
whi h sets in for

ondu tion band.

T > TV ,

hara teristi

T < TV ,

the

hemi al poten-

In the high-temperature phase,

the spe tral weight of the lower and upper band

are about the same, and the

TV , the

nf

In the low-temperature phase, whi h is found for

weight of the upper

to

hange in

ompanied by substantial

hemi al potential lies within the gap. Contrary

temperature

T

is only weakly dependent on

Ef .

Theory of Valen e Transitions in
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ρdc(T)
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4
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EF=−0.5

(a)

EF=−0.73
EF=−0.7
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EF=−0.6
EF=−0.5

(b)

0

S(T)

0
−1

κel(T)

−2
EF=−0.73
EF=−0.7
EF=−0.65
EF=−0.6
EF=−0.5

2
1
0

(c)
0

1

2

3

*

Temperature T [t ]
Fig. 3. DC

ondu tivity (a), thermoele tri

power (b), and thermal

ondu tivity

( ) for the spin-one-half Fali ovKimball model as a fun tion of temperature. The
unrenormalized f -level is varied here to represent dierent doping or pressures.
The high temperature phase is a poor metal with a moderate thermopower. At low
temperatures, a normal metalli

state develops. The thermal

ondu tivity does not

depend strongly on Ef in this parameter regime.

The DC transport properties in zero magneti
evaluation of the
heat

urrent

d (T ), S (T ),

urrent urrent,

urrentheat

eld, obtained by an exa t
urrent, and heat

orrelation fun tions, are summarized in gure 3.
and

(T ),

urrent
We show

using the normalization that is usual for innite

dimensional latti es [15℄. The thermopower is plotted for the hole-like Yb
ase; for the Eu

ompounds, the sign would have to be

hanged. The high

S (T ) at about T  =3

and small hump in d (T ) at about T =2 (do not onfuse the hump at T  1
with the sharp low-T de rease in d that o urs near TV ). Note, the thermopower does not exhibit any additional features around TV . The minimum
of S (T ) de reases from Tmin = 0:6 to Tmin = 0:4, as we hange from Ef = 0:5
(TV = 0:07) to Ef = 0:73 (TV = 0:03), i.e. the relevant temperature s ale

for the thermoele tri power is set by T and not by TV . In the U = 2 ase,
temperature phase is a poor metal with a minimum in
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T

' 0:4, the minimum of S (T ) shifts
Tmin ' 0:4 for Ef = 0:2 (TV = 0:25) to Tmin ' 0:2 for Ef = 0:6
(TV < 0:007). The ele troni part of the thermal ondu tivity shows a featureless de rease as temperature is redu ed and no Ef -dependen e. Thus,

as long as TV  T , the temperature s ales revealed by the thermoele tri

whi h has the high-temperature gap
from

data and the thermodynami

data appear to be fundamentally dierent.

The temperature dependen e of various
above

is

remarkably

EuNi2 (Si1

similar

to

x Gex )-like systems for
x Yx InCu4

tained re ently for Yb1

what



T

orrelation fun tions dis ussed

one

TV .

observes

and YbAgx In1

trations of Y and Ag dopants [3, 4℄

YbInCu4

x Cu4

and

data ob-

for various

on en-

an be explained by the FK model, if we

take the initial parameters for YbInCu4 su h that
sume that yttrium doping makes

in

The thermoele tri

Ef

TV ' T  ' Tmin, and as-

more negative, while silver doping does

the opposite. Note, the thermoele tri

power of the low-temperature valen e

u tuating phase is mu h larger than of the high-temperature semimetalli

phase [3, 4℄, i.e. the heating of real systems a ross

a smaller

S (T ).

The Y-doping pushes

TV

TV

always leads to

(as dened by the sus eptibility anomaly) to

lower temperatures but does not hange the position of the high-temperature

S (T ),

minimum of
or

Ef .

sin e

' T  > TV , and this does not depend on x

Tmin

The thermoele tri

power of Yb1

x Yx InCu4

exhibits two minima:

a deep one at the temperature of the valen e transition and shallow one at
the temperature of the pseudo gap. The rst one at

TV is doping-dependent,

and the se ond one is doping-independent.
In YbAgx In1

x Cu4

x  0:3, and the
The slope of S (T ) in the valen eKondo s ale TK > TV , and as the

one nds the valen e transition for

silver doping enhan


es TV , i.e. TV (x) > T .

u tuating phase is

hara terized by the

TV (x), the thermo-power in reases ontinuously
TV , S (T ) drops to values typi al of the high
temperature phase but sin e T > TV > T , there is no high-temperature

minimum of S (T ). Thus, as long as TK > TV > T , the thermopower has a
temperature in reases up to

up to large values.

Above

single minimum at a temperature that

oin ides with the sus eptibility max-

Ef ) dependent. However, Ag doping not
only enhan es TV but also redu es TK , and for x  0:3 the YbAgx In1 x Cu4
be omes a heavy fermion with TK < TV (x). For TK < T < TV , the Kondo

imum, and is strongly doping (or

ee t stabilizes the paramagneti
pla e and the thermoele tri
about

TK =2,

hydrostati

state before the valen e transition takes

power exhibits the usual Kondo minimum at

that is not mu h

pressure on these

hanged by further doping.

erations, if we assume that pressure shifts
average number of

f -ele

The ee t of

ompounds [2℄ follows from similar

f

trons ( -holes).

Ef

onsid-

and redu es (in reases) the

Theory of Valen e Transitions in

x Gex )2

The transport properties of EuNi2 (Si1

:

[6, 7℄ (for 0 7

redu tion of the Ge

f -ele

ompounds, whi h show

 x  0:8) a valen e transition at TV (x)  85 K,

explained by the FK model, but with
value of

f -ele

trons, in reases

TV , and makes the sus

eptibility transition less

S (T )

is

power is positive [6℄.

on entration dependent and

lassify the high-temperature phase of EuNi2 (Si1

 x  0:8, as a small-gap FK state, with T   TV .

In gure 4, we plot the opti al
Raman response [16℄ for the

ase

Ef

Tmax

' TV ,

x Gex )2 for

(!) and the B1g (!)
0:7 at a number of dierent tem-

ondu tivity [15℄

=

peratures. In the high temperature phase, the opti al
hara teristi

The

on entration shrinks the latti e, redu es the average

Sin e the maximum of

0:7

an also be

trons rather than holes.

sharp. In this ele tron-like system, the thermoele tri
we would
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ondu tivity has the

poor metal behavior, with a low-energy Drude-like feature

Optical Conductivity

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

T=1.5
T=0.5
T=0.255
T=0.08
T=0.035
T=0.02

(a)

T=1.5
T=0.5
T=0.255
T=0.08
T=0.035
T=0.02

(b)

0.1

Raman response

0
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

1

2

3

4

*

5

Frequency [t ]
Fig. 4.

Opti al

ondu tivity (a) and B1g Raman response (b) of the spin-one-

half Fali ovKimball model with Ef

=

0:7

(TV

= 0:03).

Note how at high

temperatures there is a separation of many-body ex itations into a low-energy
Drude-like peak and a higher-energy

harge-transfer peak.

As the temperature

is lowered, spe tral weight moves between these peaks, in an expe ted way for
a sharpening of the Fermi surfa e, until one rea hes TV where the spe tral weight
hanges dramati ally, with the

harge-transfer peak losing weight and the Drude

peak being strongly enhan ed. This last behavior is an artifa t of not being able
to des ribe the mixed-valen e regime properly.
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and a large weight

harge-transfer peak around

!

' U.

As

T

is lowered,

the s attering pro esses be ome sharpened, and both peaks grow in temperature. The

harge-transfer peak is frozen in at around

Drude feature

ontinues to in rease. As

fer of weight from the
be omes

omplete as

T

TV

T

= 0:5, but the

is approa hed, we see a trans-

harge-transfer peak to the Drude peak, whi h then
is lowered well below

TV .

In this lowest tempera-

ture region, the results are not representative of real materials, as we expe t
there to still be a
into the

harge-transfer peak sin e the

f -ele

trons have not gone

ondu tion band, they have only hybridized with them.

We also

expe t midinfrared ex itations to appear, be ause the hybridization with the

f -ele

trons will allow them to parti ipate in the opti al s attering, and the

broadened

f -spe

tral fun tion should have weight in the midinfrared region.

These latter features are seen in experiment on the Yb

ompounds.

Raman response behaves similarly, with a sharpening of the
peak and the growth of a lower Fermi-liquid peak as

T

The

harge-transfer

is lowered to

TV ,

where the spe tral weight shifts be ome too large.

Thus, the opti al ex-

periments

We expe t one would

an be used to estimate the value of

U.

also see the turn on of the midinfrared response in the Raman s attering
as

T

is lowered below

TV

for the exa t same reason it is seen in the opti al

ondu tivity.
If we estimate the
opti al

f d

orrelation from the high-frequen y peak in the

ondu tivity and use the sus eptibility results to dene

TV , we obtain

U=kB TV = 4=0:03 = 133. If we use model
0:6, the ratio is 2=0:007 = 285. The opti al data
for YbInCu4 rystals, with TV
42 K, exhibit the peak at 12000 m 1 [9℄,
1 =42 K
whi h gives the experimental ratio U=TV = 12000 m
375.

from gures 4 and 2 the ratio
with

U

U

Ef

= 2 and

=

'

The eld dependen e of

= 4,

Ef

0:6 (TV

=

'

'

mf (h; T ) and R(h; T ) is shown in gure 5 for
0:05). Ea h urve orresponds to a dierent

temperature, as indi ated in the

mf (h; T )

and

R(h; T )

aption. For low temperatures and elds,

behave typi ally of a normal Fermi liquid. At high

mf (h; T ) behaves as expe ted of a
while R(h; T ) indi ates a poor metal or

temperatures and high elds, however,
non-intera ting lo alized moment,
a semi ondu tor.

Figure 5 shows that the low-temperature metalli

is destroyed by large enough magneti
a metamagneti
tion in the
magneti

transition in the

eld. At a

riti al eld

H

state

we nd

f -subsystem and a metal-insulator transiH T phase boundary between the non-

ondu tion band. The

(metalli ) phase and the paramagneti

be approximated by the expression

H (T )=H 0

p

(semimetalli ) phase

=

1

an

(2T=TV )2 , where

H (T ) is estimated from the midpoint of the magnetization
H 0 is the riti al eld at T = 0. The ratio of
0
the zero-temperature Zeeman energy at H and the zero-eld thermal en0
ergy at TV is B H =kB TV ' 2, where the gyromagneti fa tor is g = 1, sin e

the

riti al eld

urves shown in gure 5, and
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mf

1

(a)

R

0

1

(b)
0

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

*

0.08

Field [t ]
Fig. 5. Magneti

eld dependen e of the f -ele tron magnetization (a) and the ele -

= 1:5,

tri al resistan e (b) for the spin-one-half Fali ovKimball model with ntotal
U

= 4,

Ef

=

0:6

(TV

= 0:05)

The lled symbols

dashed, dashed-dotted, dashed and dotted line

0:035t,

0:04t,

0:05t , and

orrespond to temperatures

0:1t ,

0:2t , and

0:03t ,

0:06t , respe tively. The open symbols onne ted by

the full, long-dashed, dashed-dotted, and dashed line

0:07t ,

onne ted by the full, long-

0:3t , respe tively.

we are interested in the Yb or Eu

orrespond to temperatures

ompounds whi h have the

f -ele

trons

in their lowest spin-orbit state. Thus, the high-eld and the low-eld data
show the same

hara teristi

energy s ale.

3. Con lusions

We dis uss the properties of YbInCu4 and EuNi2 (Si1

x Gex )-like

om-

pounds using the exa t solution the Fali ovKimball model in innite dimensions. In addition to the usual FK intera tion, we in lude an innitely large
repulsion between

nf

(

f -parti

les of the opposite spin, whi h leads to

des ribes ele trons for Eu and holes for Yb).

lling

ntot

= 1:5, and

We

nf

1

onsider the total

hoose the parameters su h that the ground state

d-ele tron spe tral weight around the hemi al potential  and
a negligible f -o upan y. The mass of f -parti les is assumed to be innite but the f -level has a nite width be ause of the FK oupling to the
has a large

density u tuations in the

ondu tion band.

(Not surprising, this feature
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is similar to what one nds in the X-ray edge problem, dened by a single impurity version of the FK Hamiltonian.) The spe tral fun tions of the

f - and d-states are gapped and the spe

tral weight is strongly temperature-

and eld-dependent. At low temperatures, there are many more
states below than above the gap, while for the

f -states just the

ondu tion
opposite is

true. At high temperatures, the

hemi al potential is in the gap, and the

weight of the o

upied the

upied and uno

d-

and

f -states

are about the

same.
The FK model predi ts a valen e transition at

tran-

f -ele

sition in the

ondu tion band, su h that the high-temperature, high-eld

tron magnetization at

H

TV , a metamagneti

sition for the

, and a metal-insulator tran-

transport is dominated by a pseudo gap or a gap
neti , semimetalli
degenerate



T .

The paramag-

phase sets in be ause of thermal population of highly-

f -states,

whi h

an be understood as an entropy driven transi-

tion. The proximity of the renormalized

f -state

to the

hemi al potential

explains the sensitivity of the transition to an external eld, doping or pressure. By tuning the position of the

f -level, the transition

an be pushed to

low temperatures, where it be omes very sharp.
For

T > TV ,

the number of

f -parti

les is large and only weakly tem-

perature dependent. The zero-eld sus eptibility is given by the Curie law,

(T ) ' nf (T )=T , rather than the CurieWeiss law, i.e. the Curie plot gives

only a small CurieWeiss temperature and a Curie

onstant that depends

on the thermal o

Note, the presen e of

upation of the ex ited

f -states.

the lo al moment in the high-temperature phase is not a
usual Kondo anomalies in the ele troni

f d

mixing.

The

ompanied by the

transport, sin e the model has no

al ulated ele tri al resistan e is large with a positive

(temperature) slope, the magnetoresistan e is positive, and the thermoele tri

power is small with a peak at about

has a pronoun ed peak at
of a strongly

!'U

T

' T .

The opti al

ondu tivity

and a suppressed Drude peak, as expe ted

orrelated semimetal. Most of these features are observed in

the high-temperature, high-eld phase of YbInCu4 and EuNi2 (Si1
-like

ompounds and they seem to

x Gex )

hara terize a new xed point of strongly

orrelated ele trons.
The low-temperature, low-eld properties of the FK model

orrespond

to a metal with a Pauli sus eptibility, usual DC transport with a small
thermoele tri

power, and a large Drude peak in the opti al

However, the model negle ts the
metalli

phase without the

state of intermetalli

d f

f -parti

ondu tivity.

hybridization and its low-temperature

les,

annot des ribe the low-temperature

ompounds with Eu and Yb ions. The physi al ground

state is a valen e u tuator with a large average
Pauli sus eptibility, huge thermoele tri
frared peak in the opti al

f -o

upan y, an enhan ed

power, and an additional midin-

ondu tivity. All these features follow from the

Theory of Valen e Transitions in

periodi

Anderson model with an innite

bridization.
to the

hemi al potential leads to

above mentioned

(!).

d f

d

and

f

d f

hy-

spe tral weight

inter-band transitions and a mid-

It appears that the low-temperature phase of the

ompounds

an be explained by the PAM, and the

f d

an be negle ted.

On the other hand, the semimetalli
and EuNi2 (Si1

d-ele

high-temperature phase of YbInCu4

x Gex ) is di ult to des ribe in terms of the usual solutions

of the PAM, whi h
keeps the

orrelation and a

In that model, the proximity of the

infrared peak in
orrelation

f f
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an lead to a u tuating lo al

f -moment

but always

trons metalli . The absen e of the Kondo ee t in the ele -

tri al resistan e, the magnetoresistan e and the thermoele tri

power data

is di ult to re on ile with the sus eptibility data whi h is typi al of lo al
moments with a small CurieWeiss temperature.
easy to explain in terms of
the lo alized
metalli

f -moments.

Su h a behavior is not

ondu tion ele trons that ex hange s atter on

As long as the

f -state

overlaps the

ontinuum of

states, the quantum mixing leads to the Kondo ee t, and that is not

seen in the high-temperature phase of YbInCu4 and EuNi2 (Si1
ompounds. Also, it is not
sition from a metalli

lear that the PAM

x Gex )-like

ould provide a sharp tran-

(mixed valen e, non-magneti ) state to a semimetalli

(integral valen e, paramagneti ) state, as observed experimentally. In our
approa h, we argue that the high-temperature width and the weight of the

f -spe

tral fun tion below the gap is very large, su h that the additional

broadening due to the
FK model

an be

f d

mixing

phase of a generalized periodi
usual

f f

an be negle ted.

In that sense, the

onsidered as an ee tive model for the high-temperature

orrelations and

Anderson model whi h, in addition to the

f  d hybridization, also has the f  d

orrelation.

It would be interesting to study the low temperature xed point of su h
a generalized periodi

Anderson model with the Fali ovKimball term, to

see if it redu es to the usual valen e u tuating xed point of the periodi
Anderson model.
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